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Here's the long and short of sports at O.U. Johnny Allup, 5-3½, speedy halfback on the Sooner football team looks up into the face of 6-10, Marcus Freiberger, freshman basketballer. For Marcus this year is the beginning of collegiate sports, but this was Johnny's last season. He is a business senior. Marcus is following in the footsteps of two Udneys who were basketball greats in the Southwest Conference.
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By Ted Beard

Back in the files, holding hundreds of thousands of items, biographical sketches, etc. on 75,000-plus alumni of the University of Oklahoma scattered to the four corners of the world, G. B. "DEKE" PARKER, '08 ba, is number 17,404!! BUT—in His Riding of the Sooner Range, Deke Parker is indeed far more than a number or group of numbers in the fine contributions he has made over the years for his alma mater.

It is an interesting file—this Deke Parker file—with its exchange of correspondence between BEP HUTTO, '10ba, during his year as president of the Alumni Association back in 1929; DICK CLOVIS, '19ba, 28law, who was general alumni secretary back in 1919; FRANK GLECKLER, '21ba, who was the managing general of the Association in the late twenties and early thirties, and yes, even stacks of correspondence between your Range Rider and Deke Parker in the past fifteen years.
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A cow in 1901 was worth $640. Its loss added much heat to Dr. Boyd's appraisal of the whole matter. For Dr. Boyd was very fond of Kirby, who was a hard-working and efficient fellow and deservedly popular around the campus.

Back of the Kappa Alpha House was the residence of Kirby Prickett, the University's chief, and in those days I was picking up tempo. The cove finally broke tether and was not recovered during my remaining years in college, or thereafter.

During that party, as I have previously indicated, there was song and clatter.
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